is aim of this study is to improve the guidance role of the fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity on travel mode choice. Car and bus travel are chosen as the research object, and a day-to-day evolution model of dual-mode network tra c ow (based on a stochastic user equilibrium model and the method of network tatonnement process) is established. Subsequently, a guidance optimization model of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity is designed. is guidance optimization model is formulated to determine the comprehensive minimum value among system total travel time of car travel, system total comprehensive cost of bus travel, and the di erence between the total operating cost of bus departure increment and the total amount of fuel tax levied on car travelers. rough numerical examples, the validity of this guidance optimization model is veri ed, and the in uence of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity on the tra c network is analyzed. e results show that a guidance optimization scheme based on fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity can help regulate the proportion of car travel and improve bus service quality.
Introduction
Given the diversi cation of travel modes, attracting more travelers to travel by public transport is an e ective method to alleviate urban tra c congestion. Understanding the in uence of travel mode choice on tra c ow is the design basis of a guidance method for travel mode choice. Bahat and Bekhor [1] incorporated ridesharing as an optional travel mode, and developed a combined mode choice and static tra c assignment model. Uchida et al. [2] developed a multi-modal transport network model based on the principle of stochastic user equilibrium. An et al. [3] studied the impact of regret aversion psychology on evacuee mode choice behavior, and believed that the regret-based model can more successfully simulate travelers' evacuation mode choice behavior than the utility model. Fu et al. [4] analyzed the in uence of day-to-day demand uctuation on the traveler route and mode choice behavior, and established a reliability-based user equilibrium model for a multi-modal transport network under demand uncertainty. Li and Yang [5] analyzed the day-to-day modal choice of travelers with responsive transit services in a representative period, and established a day-to-day dynamic modal choice model. Guo and Szeto [6] proposed a dynamical system model in which the travelers adjust their modal choice based on the perceived travel and intraday toll on the previous day.
Currently, research on the guidance methods of travel mode-choice is mainly focused on regulating the proportion of car travel and improving the service quality of public transport. e methods of regulating the proportion of car travel mainly include vehicle restrictions, congestion charges, parking charges, tax on fuel, tax on carbon emissions, ridesharing and so on. Liu et al. [7] discussed the in uence of vehicle restriction strategies on travel demand and tra c conditions. Ramos et al. [8] believed that the congestion charge policy can signi cantly change the departure time of travelers. Mei et al. [9] established a simulated model based on system dynamics, and analyzed the role of di erent parking policies. Qin et al. [10] studied the in uence of fuel tax on travel mode, based on Journal of Advanced Transportation 2 travel survey data, and determined that increases in fuel tax can e ectively reduce the total car volume on the road. Gupta et al. [11] analyzed the impact of baseline carbon taxes, high carbon taxes, medium carbon taxes, and low carbon taxes on CO 2 emissions from road passenger transport in India. Ma and Zhang [12] investigated the impact of di erent shared parking charges and ridesharing payments on tra c ow, and indicated that a scheme with dynamic parking charges and a constant ridesharing payment can signi cantly improve system performance. Zhang et al. [13] believed that the key of the taxi carpooling detour scheme is to determine the appropriate payment ratio and detour payment ratio, and a multi-objective optimization model for taxi carpooling detours was established.
e methods for improving the service quality of public transport mainly include urban rail transit network construction (e.g., Gong et al. [14] , Yang et al. [15] , and Jiang et al. [16] ), bus lane construction (e.g., Yu et al. [17] , Si et al. [18] , Zhao and Zhou [19] , and Liang et al. [20] ), bus line optimization (e.g., Zuo et al. [21] , Chen [22] , Gkiotsalitis and Alesiani [23] , and Tang et al. [24] ), transfer station optimization (e.g., Liu et al. [25] , Khattak et al. [26] , and Sancha et al. [27] ) and so on. ese methods can attract more residents to travel using the large capacity and high occupancy of public transport, but also increase the operating costs of the public transportation companies. Goodwin [28] believed that one-third of the congestion charge revenue can be used to improve public transport. Xu et al. [29] analyzed the change in the total travel cost of the system by redistribution of the toll revenue, and believed that the pricing strategy of the average bus cost is a better strategy when the xed cost is su ciently large.
On the whole, regulating the proportion of car travel can e ectively regulate car travel demand, and improving the service quality of public transport can attract some travelers to travel by public transport. However, this would increase the operating cost of public transport. To solve this problem, we assume that the government levies a fuel tax on cars and subsidizes the new added operating cost of public transport with the total amount of the fuel tax levied on cars. Obviously, the fuel tax has the same e ect on taxi travel, private car travel or ridesharing, which makes some car travelers change to bus by increasing the travel cost. Furthermore, subway travel itself is a type of bus travel. For the convenience of analysis, this study de nes car and bus as research objects, attempts to guide some car travelers to take bus based on fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity, and subsidizes the operating cost of bus departure increment with the total amount of fuel tax levied on car travelers. However, the high or low fuel tax rate decides the tra c demand of car travel on the road network, and then a ects the total amount of fuel tax levied on car travelers, meaning it a ects determining the bus departure quantity. Furthermore, increasing the bus departure quantity on the bus lines can signi cantly improve the service quality of the bus, and subsequently reduce the tra c demand of car travel, meaning it a ects the determination of the fuel tax rate.
In summary, it is not di cult to see that the design of travel mode choice guidance-scheme needs to consider the in uence of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity on the network tra c ow. Hence, in the next section, we establish a day-to-day evolution model of dual-mode network tra c ow to depict the in uence of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity on travelers' travel mode choice. Section 3 presents the design of a guidance optimization model of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity, and proposes a solution algorithm for this model. In Section 4, the validity of this guidance optimization model and its solution algorithm are veri ed. In Section 5, the conclusions of this research are drawn.
Day-to-Day Evolution of Dual-Mode Network Traffic Flow Considering Fuel Tax Rate and Bus Departure Quantity
To analyze the in uence of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity on the network tra c ow, we divide travelers into car and carless travelers. Further, we suppose that carless travelers can only choose to travel by bus, and car travelers can choose to travel by car or bus. A transportation network = ( , ) with cars and buses is assumed, where is the set of all nodes, is the set of origin nodes, is the set of destination nodes, is the set of all links, and is the set of all paths on an OD pair , with = : ∈ , ∈ . Suppose that there is direct bus line on OD pair , , where is the direct bus line on OD pair , and is the set of direct bus lines on OD pair , , with ∈ and = : ∈ , ∈ .
Comprehensive Cost of Car Travel.
Suppose that ℎ ( ) is the car ow on path at day , then the car ow on link at day can be expressed as where is the link-path incidence relationship, speci cally = 1 if ∈ and = 0 otherwise.
Suppose that (0) is the initial departure quantity on direct bus line , ( ) is the departure quantity on direct bus line at day , and is the conversion coe cient between bus and equivalent car, then the bus ow on the link at day can be expressed as where is the link-direct bus line incidence relationship, speci cally = 1 if ∈ and = 0 otherwise.
According to Formulas (1) and (2), the total ow on link can be written as Suppose that is the travel time on link , then the travel time on path can be expressed as Suppose that 0 is the fuel price not including tax, is the conversion coe cient between fuel and travel time, ὔ ( ) is
the fuel cost not including tax of car on link at day , ὔ ( ) = 0 ( ) , and is the fuel tax rate, then the fuel cost including tax of car on link at day can be expressed as Hence, the fuel cost including tax of car on path at day can be written as
We de ne the comprehensive cost of car travel on path on OD pair , at day as the weighted sum of travel time and fuel cost . is can be expressed as where 1 and 2 are the conversion coe cient.
Comprehensive Cost of Bus Travel.
In the transportation network, travelers need to transfer in several stations to reach their destination when there is no direct bus line on some OD pairs. We suppose that there is no direct bus line on OD pair 0 , , travelers need to transfer multiple direct bus lines ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) to reach the destination , 1 , 2 , . . . , −1 are the transfer stations, 1 , 2 , . . . , −1 are the getting-o stations, the getting-o station −1 and transfer station −1 are the same station (that is to say, the walking time for transfer can be neglected), is the generalized bus line on OD pair 0 , , the generalized bus line consists of multiple direct bus lines, 0 is the set of generalized bus lines on OD pair 0 , , ∈ 0 , = 0 : 0 ∈ , ∈ , and ℎ ( ) represents the passengers on the generalized bus line at day . To this end, the total passengers on link on direct bus line at day can be expressed as Where is the direct bus line-generalized bus line incidence relationship, speci cally = 1 if ∈ and = 0 otherwise. is the link-generalized bus line incidence relationship, speci cally = 1 if ∈ and = 0 otherwise.
We de ne the in-bus congestion degree on link on direct bus line at day as
Where represents the conversion coe cient between in-bus congestion degree and travel time, is the congestion coecient, and is the maximum passenger capacity of the unit bus on direct bus line . en, the in-bus congestion degree on direct bus line at day can be expressed as
Suppose that the waiting interval w ( ) = 1/ ( ). e comprehensive cost of bus travel on the generalized bus line at day is the weighted sum of travel time , waiting interval w , ticket price , and in-bus congestion degree . It can be expressed as
Where represents the ticket price on direct bus line , and , 1 , 2 , 3 and 4 are the conversion coe cient.
Day-to-Day Evolution Model of Dual-Mode Network Tra c
Flow. Suppose that is the travel demand of carless travelers on OD pair , , is the travel demand of car travelers, and car travelers choose the travel mode according to their understanding of minimum comprehensive cost between car travel and bus travel. If the understanding error of car travel and the understanding error of bus travel are independent of each other and obey the Gumbel distribution with zero mean, it can be deduced that the travel mode choice of car or bus satis es the Logit model for car travelers. en, the car travel demand on OD pair , at day can be expressed as where ( ) is the minimum comprehensive cost of car travel on OD pair , at day , ( ) is the minimum comprehensive cost of bus travel on OD pair , at day , and is the sensitivity of car travelers to the minimum comprehensive cost. Hence, the bus travel demand on OD pair , at day can be written as
To depict the day-to-day evolution process of dual-mode network tra c ow, this study uses the method of network tatonnement process to simulate the path (or generalized bus line) choice behavior of car travel (or bus travel) according to user equilibrium principle (Huang et al. [30] ). e excess travel cost on path on OD pair , at day is expressed as where represents the class of travel modes, = represents the car travel mode ( ∈ ), and = represents the bus travel mode ( ∈ ). Rational travelers always choose the path with the minimum comprehensive cost. When the excess travel cost is positive (the comprehensive cost on path is greater than the minimum comprehensive cost), path ow ℎ will decrease because some travelers will automatically move to the less comprehensive cost path, and otherwise path ow ℎ will (11)
a guidance optimization model of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity is proposed. is is formulated to seek the comprehensive optimization among system total travel time of car travel, system total comprehensive cost of bus travel, and the di erence between the total operating cost of bus departure increment and the total amount of fuel tax levied on car travelers. It can be expressed as subject to where represents the objective function, is the weight factor, is the operating cost of the unit departure quantity on direct bus line , is the bus departure increment on direct bus line , and = − (0). e rst item on the right side of Formula (24) is the system total travel time of car travel, the second item is the system total comprehensive cost of bus travel, and the third item is the di erence between the total amount of fuel tax levied on car travelers and the total operating cost of bus departure increment. Formula (25) is the constraint that the total operating cost of bus departure increment cannot be higher than the total amount of fuel tax levied on car travelers. Formula (26) is the nonnegative constraint for the fuel tax rate, initial quantity of departures, and current quantity of departures. Formula (27) is the constraint for car travel demand. Formula (28) is the constraint for bus travel demand. Formulas (29) and (30) are the day-to-day evolution of minimum comprehensive cost and path ow, respectively.
Model Solution.
e guidance optimization model in Formulas (24)-(30) is a multi-objective nonlinear mixed programming problem, which is very di cult to solve. e fundamental di culty is how to determine the departure increment of each direct bus line when solving this problem. To (24) 
increase. To this end, the adjustment principle between path ow ℎ and excess travel cost can be expressed as
Considering ℎ ≥ 0, Formula (15) can be rewritten as where { } + = max(0, ). Supposing that ℎ is a continuous di erentiability function of , we know Applying Formula (16) into (17), we have e excess travel demand on OD pair , at day is expressed as When the excess travel demand is positive, the minimum comprehensive cost will increase to reduce the potential travel demand; otherwise, the minimum comprehensive cost will decrease. To this end, the adjustment principle between and can be expressed as
Supposing that is a continuous di erentiability function of , we know Applying Formula (20) into (21), we have Using Formulas (12), (13), (18) , and (22), the day-to-day evolution model of dual-mode network tra c ow can be expressed as
Guidance Optimization Model of Fuel Tax Rate and Bus Departure Quantity

Model Formulation.
e guidance of travel mode choice based on fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity is expected to guide some car travelers to take bus and subsidize the operating cost of bus departure increment with the total amount of fuel tax levied on car travelers. Based on this,
Step 3: Calculate the excess travel cost and the excess travel demand according to Formulas (14) and (19), respectively.
Step 4: Calculate ( )/ and ℎ ( )/ according to Formulas (29) and (30), respectively.
Step 5: Calculate the minimum comprehensive cost ( + ) and path ow ℎ ( + ) according to ( + ) = ( ) + ( )/ and ℎ ( + ) = ℎ ( ) + ℎ ( )/ , respectively.
Step 6: Convergence check. If 
Calculations and Analysis of Numerical Example
Test Transportation Network.
A transportation network with 76 links, 24 nodes, and 528 OD pairs, as illustrated in Figure 1 , is used to verify the validity of this guidance optimization model and its solution algorithm. In Figure 1 , we suppose that the direct bus lines are those listed in Table 1 , the transportation network only has cars and buses, the travel demand of carless travelers is that presented in Table 2 , the travel demand of car travelers is ve times compared with , and the fuel price not including tax 0 = 6. e ticket price , initial departure quantity (0), maximum passenger capacity of the unit bus, and operating costs of the unit departure quantity for all direct bus lines are uni ed at 2, 25, 30, and 1000, respectively.
In this numerical example, we will make use of the traditional BPR link travel time function of the form where 0 represents the free ow travel time on link , and is the capacity on link . e parameters of the link travel time function for this transportation network are listed in Table 3 .
determine departure increment of each direct bus line, we assume that the fuel tax rate is known, use the iteration algorithm to nd the direct bus line with the minimal = ∑ ∈ ℎ + ∑ ∈ ℎ , and increase the departure increment of this bus line by one. If the sum of departure increment on each direct bus line equals the total departure increment, we calculate the value of .
Comparing the value of under various fuel tax rates, , is the solution of this model under the minimal . e detailed steps are described as follows:
Step 1: Initialization. e iterative tax rate , the initial fuel tax rate , and the operating cost of the unit departure quantity are given.
Step 2: Determine the e ective path and generalized bus line by the Dial algorithm (Dial [31] ), solve the dual-mode network tra c assignment problem, obtain = ∑ ∈ ℎ 0 ∑ ∈ , and set = .
Step 3: Set = + , solve the dual-mode network tra c assignment problem, and obtain . If − < 0, then go to Step 7. Otherwise, set = , = 0, and go to Step 4.
Step 4: Calculate the maximum departure increment max = /min , where (⋅) is the oor function. If max > 0, then go to Step 5. Otherwise, return to Step 3.
Step 5: Increase the departure increment of each bus line by one in turn, solve the dual-mode network tra c assignment problem, and obtain . Increase the departure increment of the bus line with the minimal by one, and set = + 1.
Step 6: Solve the dual-mode network tra c assignment problem and obtain max . If > max , then reduce the departure increment of the bus line with the minimal by one in Step 5. Record , , and and return to Step 3.
Step 7: Compare the value of under various fuel tax rates and stop. , is the solution of this model under the minimal .
In addition, the solving steps of the dual-mode network tra c assignment problem are described as follows:
Step 1: Initialization. e convergence accuracy , the iterative step , the parameters , , , , , , , 1 , 2 , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , , , , and , the travel demand of carless travelers, the travel demand of car travelers, the initial path ow ℎ , the initial minimum comprehensive cost (0), the fuel price 0 not including tax, the initial departure quantity (0), the ticket price , and the maximum passenger capacity of the unit bus are given.
Step 2: Calculate the car travel demand and the bus travel demand according to Formulas (27) and (28), respectively. means that the solution of the model can be derived by this proposed algorithm. When the fuel tax rate = 1.2, the departure increment and departure quantity on each direct bus line are shown in Table 4 , the system total travel time of car travel is 15073, and the system total comprehensive cost of bus travel is 2823039. Comparing to the system before optimization, the system total comprehensive cost of bus travel has decreased by 47%, and the system total 4.2. Calculation Results Exhibition. According to the solution algorithm of this guidance optimization model, we select the system parameter = 2, = 1, = 4, = 0.9, = 0.1, = 1, = 720, 1 = 1, 2 = 1, 1 = 5, 2 = 0.5, 3 = 0.1, 4 = 2, = = 1, = = 1, = 0.1, = 0.1, = 0.001 and = 0.001. e calculation results are presented as follows.
In Figure 2 , we can observe that the objective function is the minimum value when the fuel tax rate = 1.2. is scheme based on fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity can not only attract some car travelers to take bus, but also improve the service quality of bus. In summary, the guidance optimization scheme based on fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity can not only help to regulate the proportion of car travel, but also improve the service quality of bus.
Conclusions
In this study, we established a day-to-day evolution model of dual-mode network traffic flow to depict the influence of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity on travelers' travel mode choice, proposed a guidance optimization model of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity, and designed a solution algorithm for this model. The case study demonstrated that the guidance optimization scheme based on fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity can effectively regulate the proportion of car travel, reduce the saturation of urban road traffic, and improve the service quality of the bus. is research work can help to analyze the in uence of travel mode choice behavior on network tra c ow and promote the development of urban tra c demand management methods. In a future study, we intend to consider the in uence of multi-user classes and multi-vehicle types on the travel travel time of car travel has decreased by up to 89%. is also re ects the important role of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity from one side of the tra c demand management.
Comparisons of Calculation Results.
To analyze the in uence of fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity on transportation network, we will calculate the before optimization scenario ( = 0, = 25) and a er optimization scenario ( = 1.2, are listed in Table 4 ) based on day-to-day evolution model of dual-mode network tra c ow. Selected network equilibrium results are shown in Tables 5 and 6 .
In Table 5 , we can observe that tra c ow on some links has obviously decreased, and the saturation on some links has decreased by up to 50% a er optimization. is means that the guidance optimization scheme based on fuel tax rate and bus departure quantity can regulate the distribution of network tra c ow and decrease the link saturation. In Table 6 , we can observe that the total passengers on some links have signi cantly increased, but the saturation has slightly increased a er optimization. is re ects that the guidance optimization 1  0  25  2  0  25  3  0  25  4  0  25  5  0  25  6  0  25  7  11  36  8  12  37  9  0  25  10  0  25  11  0  25  12  0  25  13  0  25  14  0  25  15  0  25  16  0  25  17  4  29  18  2  27  19  1  26  20  3  28  21  12  37  22  9  34  23 0 25 24 0 25 
